
Letter on Blood Donation 

Thank you for your willingness to do good! 

This year, our Mitzvah Day co-organizers proposed combining community service opportunities with a 
blood drive, and we agreed this would be a valuable opportunity to save lives. It is also an opportunity 
to raise awareness about what we both feel is an unjust restriction on blood donations from men who 
have sexual contact with other men (“MSM,” however they personally identify). 

In the early days of the AIDS epidemic, blood transfusions were an unfortunate source of infection – 
author Isaac Asimov (heart surgery), tennis star Arthur Ashe (heart surgery) and schoolchild Ryan 
White (hemophilia) were three famous cases you may remember. Today, donors fill out a lengthy 
questionnaire about behaviors or experiences that could create problems. And donations are 
immediately tested for HIV, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C before being added to the blood supply.  

In 1983, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) enacted a lifetime ban on blood donation from on 
any man who had ever had sex with another man. In 2015, the FDA changed this to require MSMs to 
be celibate for 12 months to be eligible to donate (the UK reduced this waiting period to 3 months in 
2017, as did Canada in June 2019). This is officially because of concerns about false negatives in early 
stages of infection. Current tests, however, have reduced that window to a matter of weeks. In April 
2020, the FDA announced it is considering reducing its waiting period to 3 months. 

Of more concern is the fact that MSM are rejected (“deferred” in FDA lingo) regardless of their sexual 
behavior: monogamous and now married gay men are much less at risk than single men or women 
with multiple partners. This is not only a question of personal dignity; this double standard costs lives 
since only a small percentage of eligible donors actually give blood. 

Before same-sex marriage was legal, some LGBT people wanted clergy to refuse to perform any 
weddings until there was full marriage equality, while others felt this was a separate issue and that 
straight couples that wanted to be happy and legally protected should do so while advocating for 
change. Similarly, some feel the best response to this discrimination should be a boycott of blood 
donations, while others believe that saving lives plus activism is appropriate. 

If you are moved by this information to take action, good! The American Red Cross supports 
permanently changing the FDA policy to one where “blood donation eligibility should not be 
determined by methods that are based upon sexual orientation.” In our view, full equality would 
include revamping questionnaire and deferral policies to account for personal behavior and not only 
particular sexual contacts. 

You can contact the Food and Drug Administration directly, or sign an online petition such as 
https://sign.moveon.org/petitions/allow-gay-men-to-donate-2. At the very least, if you give blood in 
the future, be sure to tell your donor center about your concerns and to let your friends and family 
know in conversation or on social media. 

Thank you again for doing good together with us – we can change the world! 

 

Rabbi Adam Chalom     Reverend Lucas Hergert 
Kol Hadash Humanistic Congregation  North Shore Unitarian Church 
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